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Participants in the Next Generation Global Workshop organized by KUASU in January 2014. The workshop brought together 
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の段階に入っており、Brill 社から The Intimate 
and the Public in Asian and Global Perspectives 
というシリーズの刊行を開始した。











The Kyoto University Asian Studies Unit (KUASU) was founded 
in December 2012. Kyoto University has had a number of depart-
ments and institutes with strong programs in Asian studies (includ-
ing Japan), but they had tended to be separated along disciplinary 
lines and they did not communicate or coordinate their activities 
closely. By building a network-type organization interlinked 
across the disciplines, we are attempting to form an international 
research and education hub for integrated Asian studies.
KUASU has established partnerships with 55 universities and 
research institutes around the world through which a wide range 
of international joint research and educational projects are being 
carried out. The Unit is working to create the basic resources 
for collaborative research in the field of Asian Studies through 
the compilation of textbooks and readings that can be used 
throughout the region.   Also, the advanced field of philosophy 
called “Analytic Asian Philosophy” is in the process of emerging 
through collaboration in research among scholars from Japan, 
Singapore, Taiwan, the United States, and elsewhere. The Unit 
also succeeded to the work of the GCOE program Reconstruction 
of Intimate and Public Spheres in 21st Century Asia. Through 
the Brill publishing company has launched the series titled the 
Intimate and the Public in Asian and Global Perspectives. 
From 1994 to 2003, I served on the faculty of Nichibunken, 
and it goes without saying that everything I learned and expe-
rienced there about conducting research from an international 
perspective and working constantly with scholars from other parts 
of the world had connected with what I am able to do at Kyoto 
University today. I am both deeply grateful for the farsighted 
stance for which Nichibunken stands and eager to work with it as 
research institutes based in Kyoto toward building an international 
research hub in Japanese studies and Asian studies of the highest 
level in the world.
